
SSGS 6111 Biostatistical Analysis and Interpretation
Week 12

The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
Agricultural experiments in the beginning of the first century stimulated the develop-

ment of one of the most important ideas in modern statistics - the analysis of variance,
or simply ANOVA. It is commonly used in the significance testing of the equality of
several population means simultaneously. For example, after an irrigation project has
been done in a state that depends on agriculture, we may expect all districts (say five)
to have equal average rice yields. Samples can then be collected from random fields in
each district. Within each district, there is variation in the productivity of the fields. If
the null hypothesis is true, then the variation between the mean yields of the districts
would be much smaller than the within district variation. On the other hand, if the null
hypothesis is false, then the converse would be true. The alternative hypothesis is that
at least one pair of the means is different.

Formally, ANOVA tests the null hypothesis of equal means in these five districts by
comparing the average of the between treatment (district in this case) sum of squares
(BSS) against the average of the within population sum of squares (WSS). The test
statistic is given by

T =
BSS/(k − 1)

WSS/(N − k)
,

where k is the number of treatment levels, andN is the total sample size. The test statistic
T has an F -distribution with numerator and denominator degrees of freedom given by
k−1 and N−k, respectively. Thus, if T is large, then the null hypothesis of equal means
will be rejected. The ANOVA idea hinges on partitioning the total variation (variance of
the measurements assuming no levels of treatment) to two sources of variation: between
and within treatments.

The sum of squares (SS) is a measure of variation, and is most easily understood as a
geometrical object. Figure 1 shows that as as data points become more spread out from
the mean (0 in this case), then the squares induced by the data points become larger
too. Thus, variance can be measured by summing the area of all the squares, hence the
term “sum of squares”. The test statistic is basically comparing the average size of the
squares between and within treatments. Another quantity called R2 measures the relative
contribution of the between treatment source of variation to total variation. Formally,
R2 = BSS/TSS, where TSS = BSS +WSS. In standard ANOVA, it is assumed that the
measurements in the different treatments are normally distributed, with equal variance.
In addition, the residuals (e.g. variation not explained by the treatment level) in ANOVA
are assumed to have zero mean and a constant variance. These assumptions should be
checked when an ANOVA is done.
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Figure 1. Geometrical representation of sum of squares. The mean is set at the origin for illustrative

purpose.

Example 1: One-way ANOVA; the chickwts data set in R contains the weight of
chicks that are fed using several different feeds. There is only a single factor of interest
here, with six levels.

> chickwts

weight feed

1 179 horsebean

2 160 horsebean

3 136 horsebean

4 227 horsebean

5 217 horsebean

6 168 horsebean

7 108 horsebean

8 124 horsebean

9 143 horsebean

10 140 horsebean

11 309 linseed

12 229 linseed

...

70 283 casein

71 332 casein

ANOVA is implemented in R using the aov function.
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> aov(weight~feed, data=chickwts)

Call:

aov(formula = weight ~ feed, data = chickwts)

Terms:

feed Residuals

Sum of Squares 231129.2 195556.0

Deg. of Freedom 5 65

Residual standard error: 54.85029

Estimated effects may be unbalanced

The aov function takes in two arguments: weight ∼ feed indicates that weight is the
response variable, and feed is the predictor variable; data indicates the source of the
dataset. To check the assumption of constant variance in each treatment level, we check
the residual plot (Figure 2). The variance seems to somewhat increase as the fitted
values become larger, which indicates that the constant variance assumption may not
hold very well. However, since the increase does not look too big, an ANOVA could still
be approximately correct. We can create the residual plot by assigning the aov result to
a variable, say u, and then type plot(u). Alternatively, we can do the following:

> plot(u$fitted, u$residuals, xlab="Fitted values", ylab="Residuals")

> abline(h=0, lty=2)
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Figure 2. ANOVA residual plot for the chickwts data.
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To check for normality of the residuals, we examine the QQ-plot for the residuals (Figure
3). The normality assumption seems approximately correct.

> qqnorm(u$residuals) ; qqline(u$residuals)
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Figure 3. QQ plot of ANOVA residuals for the chickwts data.

Let’s ask R for a more detailed ANOVA report.

> summary ( aov(weight~feed, data=chickwts) )

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

feed 5 231129 46226 15.365 5.936e-10 ***

Residuals 65 195556 3009

---

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

It’s not surprising that the test rejects the null hypothesis of equal mean weight for all
feed types. We would have anticipated that even before running the experiment. In
this case, an ANOVA that ends with the reporting of the significance testing result is
uninformative. Preferably, we need to rank the feed types to find out which of them
gives the best and poorest mean weight. More than half (54%; BSS/TSS x 100) of total
variation in weight can be attributed to variation in feed types, so the latter is certainly
non-trivial. We could present the results in a more digestible form. Let’s try using the
boxplot and strip plot.

> boxplot(weight~feed, data=chickwts, xlab="Feed", ylab="Weight (g)")

> stripchart(weight~feed, data=chickwts, vertical=TRUE, xlab="Feed type",

+ ylab="Weight (g)", pch=1)
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Figure 4 gives us some idea about the distribution of weight for each feed type. Boxplots
are generally useful, but less so when the number of replicates is small. Figure 5 shows
that a strip plot gives a better presentation for the current data set. Later, we will see
how we can do better by sorting the mean weight according to ascending or descending
order, and then quantifying the uncertainty about estimates of the mean weight.
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Figure 4. Boxplot of weight in chicks acording to feed type.
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Figure 5. Strip plot of weight in chicks acording to feed type.
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To start, we need to manipulate the dataset into an appropriate form first. In addition,
we will have to use a package called Hmisc. You can download and install it using the
Packages button in the R upper panel.

> library(Hmisc)

> X <- list()

> attach(chickwts)

> X$"casein"<- weight[which(feed == "casein")]

> X$"horsebean"<- weight[which(feed == "horsebean")]

> X$"linseed" <- weight[which(feed == "linseed")]

> X$"meatmeal"<- weight[which(feed == "meatmeal")]

> X$"soybean"<- weight[which(feed == "soybean")]

> X$"sunflower"<- weight[which(feed == "sunflower")]

In the above commands, we gain access into functions in the Himsc package by using the
library function. We then create a data structure X, of the list type. After that, we fill
in the X list according to feed types. To continue, we issue the following commands:

> chick_mean <- unlist(lapply(X, mean))

> chick_sd <- unlist(lapply(X, sd))

> sample_size <- unlist(lapply(X, length))

> chickdat <- cbind(chick_mean, chick_sd, sample_size)

> chickdat

chick_mean chick_sd sample_size

casein 323.5833 64.43384 12

horsebean 160.2000 38.62584 10

linseed 218.7500 52.23570 12

meatmeal 276.9091 64.90062 11

soybean 246.4286 54.12907 14

sunflower 328.9167 48.83638 12

The unlist function destroys the list structure so that the output is a simple vector.
This gives us the flexibility of using the cbind function to construct the matrix chicks.
Let’s order the feed types according to their mean weight.

> chicks <- chickdat[order(chickdat[,1]),]

> chicks

chick_mean chick_sd sample_size

horsebean 160.2000 38.62584 10

linseed 218.7500 52.23570 12

soybean 246.4286 54.12907 14

meatmeal 276.9091 64.90062 11

casein 323.5833 64.43384 12

sunflower 328.9167 48.83638 12

We can now plot 95% confidence intervals for all feed types (Figure 6), using the errbar
function.
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> x_label<- rownames(chicks)

> errbar(1:6, chicks[,1], chicks[,1] + 2 * chicks[,2]/sqrt(chicks[,3]),

+ chicks[,1] - 2 * chicks[,2]/sqrt(chicks[,3]),

+ xlab="Feed", ylab="Weight (g)", xaxt="n")

> axis(1, 1:6, x_label)
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Figure 6. 95% confidence interval (CI) of mean weight according to feed types.

It seems like both casein and sunflowers have much higher mean weight than horsebean
(+160g), linseed (+100g) or soybean (+75g) (no intersection of the CI). They may or
may not be better than meatmeal, so a separate analysis is required. Merely reporting a
“significant” result from ANOVA is not sufficient to get an insight into the performance
of the different feed types. To estimate the pairwise difference in means, we use Tukey’s
Honest Significant Difference (HSD) test. This is an example of a post-hoc comparison,
where we do not specify before hand which pairwise comparison we wish to look prior to
starting the experiment.

> u <- aov(weight~feed, data=chickwts)

> TukeyHSD(u, "feed")

Tukey multiple comparisons of means

95% family-wise confidence level

Fit: aov(formula = weight ~ feed, data = chickwts)

$feed

diff lwr upr p adj

horsebean-casein -163.383333 -232.346876 -94.41979 0.0000000

linseed-casein -104.833333 -170.587491 -39.07918 0.0002100
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meatmeal-casein -46.674242 -113.906207 20.55772 0.3324584

soybean-casein -77.154762 -140.517054 -13.79247 0.0083653

sunflower-casein 5.333333 -60.420825 71.08749 0.9998902

linseed-horsebean 58.550000 -10.413543 127.51354 0.1413329

meatmeal-horsebean 116.709091 46.335105 187.08308 0.0001062

soybean-horsebean 86.228571 19.541684 152.91546 0.0042167

sunflower-horsebean 168.716667 99.753124 237.68021 0.0000000

meatmeal-linseed 58.159091 -9.072873 125.39106 0.1276965

soybean-linseed 27.678571 -35.683721 91.04086 0.7932853

sunflower-linseed 110.166667 44.412509 175.92082 0.0000884

soybean-meatmeal -30.480519 -95.375109 34.41407 0.7391356

sunflower-meatmeal 52.007576 -15.224388 119.23954 0.2206962

sunflower-soybean 82.488095 19.125803 145.85039 0.0038845

The result is probably more digestible if we round to integers:

> round (TukeyHSD(u, "feed")$feed, 0)

Example 2: Two-way ANOVA; If we are interested in studying the effect of more
than one factor, it is possible to do multiple one-way ANOVAs. However, this design
is inefficient, and does not allow the researcher to study potential interaction effects
between the levels of the factors of interest. The ToothGrowth data set contain two
factors of interest: delivery method (orange juice or ascorbic acid), and dose level (0.5,
1, 2; units in mg). Does the mean tooth length for teeth treated with orange juice differ
significantly from the one treated with ascorbic acid? How about the dose levels? In
addition, it is also possible that one of the six possible combinations between delivery
method and dose level produces significantly different mean tooth length than the rest.
The latter is known as an interaction effect.

> attach(ToothGrowth)

> tooth <- aov(len~supp+ordered(dose)+supp:ordered(dose))

> summary(tooth)

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

supp 1 205.35 205.35 15.572 0.0002312 ***

ordered(dose) 2 2426.43 1213.22 92.000 < 2.2e-16 ***

supp:ordered(dose) 2 108.32 54.16 4.107 0.0218603 *

Residuals 54 712.11 13.19

---

Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

To check if the residuals are normally distributed with zero mean and constant variance,
try plot(tooth). The result of the test shows that there is significant interaction between
the delivery method and dose level (p-value = 0.02). However, the ANOVA table does
not tell us which one of six interactions is significant. To see this, we need to look at the
interaction plot.
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> interaction.plot(ordered(dose), supp, len, fixed=TRUE, leg.bty = "o")

> interaction.plot(ordered(dose), supp, len, type = "l",

+ legend=FALSE, xlab="Dose level", ylab="Mean Tooth Length")

> legend(1.3, 12, lty=c(1,2), c("orange juice","ascorbic acid") )

The first command generates an informative interaction plot, but minor details such
as the labels of the x and y axes are not properly done; the legend also seems out of
alignment. The second and third commands fix this problem and produce Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Interaction plot for two-way ANOVA of the ToothGrowth data set.

Clearly, it will be hard to say that orange juice leads to higher mean tooth length,
since at the 2mg level, both delivery methods give about the same result. However, it
seems safe to say that mean tooth length increases with dose level, regardless of delivery
method. In general, if there is no interaction effect, then the line graphs for the different
interactions are (approximately) parallel. If the line graphs cross each other, this indicates
the presence of interaction. Interpretation of the main effects is only straightforward
provided that there is no interaction. Details of how the total variation is partitioned
among the sources of variations, together with the estimated mean tooth length for each
of the six combinations of delivery method and dose level, are left as an exercise.
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